Searches for the associated production of supersymmetric electrons(Z) and photons(q) '-' via the reaction were the first to extend mass limits on the e" beyond the limitations of beam energy. Another example of associated production e+e-+ e*F-flc (2) has been used to search for supersymmetric W's @) and neutrinos (C)." A signature for both reactions is the observation of a final state with only one observed electron and large missing pl. Previous searches l-4 for reactions 1 and 2 used approximate calculations 5 of these reactions which may have lead to an overestimate of the cross sections. This paper uses recent exact calculations of these processes 697 to model more accurately the effects of detector acceptance.
The search covers a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 206 pb-', six times larger than our previously published search.' Background from radiative Bhabha scattering has been reduced by the addition of small angle detectors, allowing the present search to be extended to lower electron energies and larger + or P masses.
In many supersymmetric (SUSY) models either the ;i, or fi is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP).8 The, LSP is neutral, stable, and interacts only weakly and thus cannot be directly observed in the detector. In both reactions 1 and 2 the electron is usually scattered along the beam axis and is often not detected.
In reaction 1 the e" is assumed to decay via Zr + eF7. For heavy Z's the decay electron has a nearly isotropic angular distribution and roughly half of the e" energy. The expected energy distributions of electrons from e" decay are shown in Fig. 1 for two combinations of e" and q masses. As seen in Fig. 1 sensitivity to electrons with energies less than Ebeam/2 is essential if the search is to include ;5, masses -10 GeV/c2. In reaction 2 we assume that the fi is the LSP and that the v decays via Ff + I*& with a branching fraction into electrons of l/3.
The energy and angular spectra of the decay electrons from E decay are similar to those expected from e" decay. The data included in this report were accumulated over three years during which several changes were made to the small angle detectors. In data sample I with an integrated luminosity of 68 pb-', eveto was set by the endcap calorimeters which covered polar angles greater than 10' with steel and proportional wire planes and by scintillators providing coverage to B M 12'. In data sample II (76 pb-') small angle veto calorimeters(SAV) were installed covering polar angles 3.8' < e < 17.5". In data sample III (62 pb-') shielding for the vertex chamber blocked portions of the SAV. To recover most of the lost veto coverage, calorimeters made from bismuth germanate crystals (BGO) were added. The SAV and BGO detectors cover the angular region 4.5' < 8 < 17.5O.
Single electron candidates were collected using an energy trigger requiring The efficiencies of the trigger and analysis requirements were determined from studies of radiative Bhabha scattering events with two final state particles observed. The net efficiency was determined to have a weak energy dependence, rising from 78% at 3 GeV to 82% at 12 GeV.
Search regions for single electrons from e" or E decay were chosen for each of the running periods to be free of background from e+e-7. To determine these regions a Monte Carlo generator lo produced simulated e+e-r events which were then subjected to the trigger and analysis cuts and corrected for resolution and efficiency effects. These simulated events were compared to the data for different assumed values of 6&t,,. In all cases the eveto determined from this procedure agreed well with the angle expected from the detector geometry for that data period and with the eveto determined by a separate analysis of single photon 
